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Abstract 

In Indian writing, debilitated characters are frequently depicted as "that other" and used to produce dread, tenderness, 

and disdain. This influences how differently incapacitated people are seen and acknowledged by society. While 

journalists are as a rule more comprehensive and widening their stock of characters, many characters are basically a 

negative plot instrument. How handicapped people have been depicted in present day and contemporary India writing 

has, generally, shown incapacitated ladies and men, young ladies and young men as dreaded, censured, misjudged, or 

felt sorry for. Debilitated characters have been utilized basically, while possibly not just, to inspire tenderness, dread, 

or contempt, with the inability evoking the inclination as much as the person. Portrayal of Disabled characters have 

generally been found in Literature, whether oral or composed. Alongside typical characters they attempt to make spaces 

of their own in stories. However, the made up space or position concurred to such characters is never equivalent to that 

of other standard characters. Incapacity is frequently likened with insidious and depicted contrarily. This paper 

investigates the various parts of portrayal of inability in writing. This paper endeavors to rehash writing with Cultural 

Studies and Disability Studies and evaluate the author's portrayal of the Intellectually Disabled. 

Introduction 

Allow us to give a little data about her life: Anita Desai was brought into the world in India on 24 June 1937 of a 

German mother and Bengali dad and that gave her a twofold legacy, social and racial. She learned at Queen Mary's 

Higher Secondary School, then in Delhi at Miranda House. In 1963, her first original Cry, the Peacock was distributed. 

Later in 1978, she won the Winifred Holtby Award for Regional writing of the Royal Society of Literature, London, 

and the Sahitya Akademi Award for English for her original Fire on the Mountain. At the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, she additionally shows a Writing Program. 

With her scholarly and social information, we comprehend the reason why Anita Desai is designated "la grande lady 

des lettres" by Denise Coussy (teacher at the University of Le Mans), and she adds that this Indian author can be 

considered as a trailblazer concerning the Indian mental novel (Coussy 250). Yet, she writes in English and in D. 
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Maya's work, we discover that Anita Desai picked this language deliberately: "It was the language that picked me," she 

proclaimed (Maya 136). We can dare to say that this specific language permitted her to have a few basic separation 

from Indian life and her is job near an ethnologist's. Elaine Yee Lin Ho sees that Desai attempts to draw a representation 

of various Indian spaces which can be homegrown or rustic. She is an unpretentious spectator of the Indian life in 

modest communities. She permits her peruser to get the variety of societies and lives in the country after its freedom. 

Hence, we approach the private spaces of networks, families or individual personalities. 

Throughout the long term, writing has advanced to turn out to be more comprehensive. More books are investigating 

sexuality and describing stories it are not solely White British to star characters that. In any case, where are the tales 

highlighting impaired individuals? 

In the event that incapacities are addressed in abstract texts, it carries a vilified point to the focal point of public 

conversation. Like LGBTQ+ characters and more extensive identities, a handicap is simply one more part of mankind, 

and we shouldn't disregard this reality. Contemporary writing, specifically, ought to endeavor to mirror the validness 

of being human. To accomplish this, creators should be aware of each sort of individual that frames our general public. 

That implies: expound on individuals with inabilities. 

Individuals need to feel approved, significant, and thought often about. This is obvious in day to day existence, with 

Blue Badges made accessible for straightforwardness and cost of leaving, free transport gives deal to increment and 

energize versatility, living advantages assuming it is especially hard for individuals to work, portability vehicles and 

compact, electric wheelchairs at retail plazas, canines to help the visually impaired or hard of hearing, etc. Be that as it 

may, this kind of help isn't so clear in what we read. We avoid developing and introducing handicapped individuals 

inside writing - would we say we fear distorting them, or is there a more troubling angle to this awful truth? 

People with handicaps are considered as one of the minimized gatherings in the entire world. Individuals with 

incapacities and irregularities have generally gotten places of estrangement. In the event that one is viewed as uncouth, 

he is removed from the local area. This is to a great extent because of absence of mindfulness, obliviousness and bias 

in our general public. The social viewpoint considers handicap to be a disgrace. They are handicapped by their bodies 

as well as by society also. 

Individuals with lessened intellectual ability have generally been pushed to the edges. This paper incorporates not many 

standard author Indian scholars who have really extended an Intellectually Disabled character into standard 

composition. However numerous a perusing has been done on these scholars, one part of investigation that has been 

continually ignored is the legislative issues of portrayal of the Intellectually Disabled in their works. Scholarly 

Disability is an umbrella term that includes different scholarly shortages like mental hindrance, learning inability, 

chemical imbalance, dyslexia, gained cerebrum wounds and dementia. It does exclude frenzy or mental awkwardness 

because of injury. 

Anita Desai‟s Clear Light of The day(2007), present solid Intellectually Disabled characters who assume a crucial 

part in the string of the message. These works produce types of subjectivity inside unambiguous desultory fields and 

the power relations advance specific implications, interests and even types of opposition. 

The all encompassing pictures that works of fiction accomplish, leave us with the inclination that we know what we 

might have never seen or gone through. The essential capacity of fiction is portrayal and not guidance. The writers 

depend on a common feeling of information among themselves and the peruser. As indicated by Anupama Iyer in 

"Portrayal of Intellectual Disability in Fiction", this mutual perspective relies upon what is socially acknowledged about 

the condition as well as what is restoratively known. (127) Thus scholarly portrayals not at all like clinical portrayals 

don't need to be exact or hypothesis driven. Notwithstanding the absence of genuine loyalty, abstract portrayals shape 

the social picture of a condition significantly more than clinical data as a result of their scope and accessibility. 
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Anita Desai’s Clear Light of Day  

Novel that requires an incapacity concentrates on basic structure notwithstanding a postcolonial focal point. Since the 

two books utilize impaired characters to address the states of a postcolonial society, an incapacity concentrates on focal 

point is in this manner important to bring up that the actual characters who have inabilities just address postcolonial 

issues. The original Clear Light of Day reprimands the contention of ladies' jobs in the public arena by uncovering 

difficulties that Desai shows through the impact of western culture, the longing of genuine orientation fairness, and the 

social jobs which ladies are compelled to comply. Fundamental hero Baba is mentally unbalanced. In postcolonial 

India, people with inabilities are frequently dismissed and they face a character emergency where society neglects to 

characterize them. How Baba can be depicted or contemplated as a crippled inferior is significant in postcolonial social 

design and an investigation of impaired according to colonized perspective is vital. In the novel, Clear Light of Day, 

Anita Desai investigates the conflicted job of characters with inabilities, both as locales of offense and as archives for 

social strains in postcolonial world. The social outlining and philosophical work of impaired characters in Clear Light 

of Day and incorporation of a handicap point of view in postcolonial and women's activist scrutinizes can advance how 

we might interpret the rationalization among colonizers and colonized and refigure our thought of hybridity. 

Clear Light of Day presents a story among pre-and-post freedom about the historical backdrop of a more distant family 

and the misfortunes they confronted. It is inside these characters and composing strategies that Anita Desai arrives at 

the perusers of the working class, hence extending and fostering their domains of creative mind. Desai wove the 

historical backdrop of Delhi with a working class Hindu family. The title of the novel, Clear Light of Day, alludes to 

an entry in the fourth piece of the novel where Bimla Das, who had generally had confidence before, develops now and 

starts to once more examine 'the unmistakable light of day' that she felt just love and longing for them all. The late 

spring of 1947 has separated the country and the family - Hindus and Muslims are tom separated by Partition. 

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY IN SHAME  

Rushdie‟s Shame, has brought into Indian Fiction, the fuming and extraordinary person of Sufiya Zinobia.Sufiya 

represents double subalternity-the oppressed Pakistani womanhood and the disgrace of being Intellectually Disabled. 

Not at all like numerous compositions where the inferior surrenders to her environmental elements, Rushdie‟s 

courageous woman raises from her marked situation with rage and changes herself into the monster, releasing back the 

fierceness that would already have been endured quietly. Whether Sufiya has mental inadequacy or formative lack as 

chemical imbalance isn't obvious to the peruser. Rushdie utilizes otherworldly authenticity to change Sufiya into a 

monster. Her sleepwalking into Pinkies yard in a daze and killing 218 turkeys by detaching their heads and venturing 

down into their bodies to draw their guts up through their necks with " little weaponless hands" (150) is definitely not 

a hasty demonstration. The perusers can't peruse any levelheadedness behind the demonstrations of savagery andthe 

executing of heads become her particular style as it reaches out from creatures to people with high cheerful readiness. 

Parallely, Sufiya‟s mind dials back and she stays a youngster for eternity. It is to her where she can appreciate, the 

"most loved things she keeps in there secured. Whenever individuals are available she never considers taking things 

out and play with them on the off chance that they move removed or broken accidentally." (224). Inside her head she 

not just invokes fictitious pictures of cheerful times with her dad embracing and grinning at her or of playing with her 

mom on a jumping rope. She fills her head with cheerful pictures, so that "there won‟t be space for different things, 

things she hates.‟ (225). Clashing ideas of spouse, youngsters, obligations of a wife that she has soaked up from other 

people who interact with her (ayah, mother for instance) befuddle and torture her. As she attempts to invoke dubious 

conditions of social connections inside her head, her requirement for communicating her sexual longings bring her into 

another aspect. The back-and-forth among obligation and commonsense reality torment her.What is astounding is 

Rushdie‟s utilization of a debilitated female body, its smothered sexuality bringing forth a monster, so malignant that 

it enjoys the assault and execution of four youths. Automatically, Rushdie sews a story from frailty to all consuming 

power, a creature like power that knows no dread. At the psychological age of six and a half, when Sufiya can handle 

herself, she is driven into marriage saying "in numerous feelings cerebrums are a good hindrance to a lady in 

marriage".She comprehends that her life misses the mark on things, however she can't unequivocally stick point what. 

She is likewise ready to comprehend the association between her ayah and the development in her stomach prompting 
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her removal. Rushdie‟s utilization of the mentally debilitated body to address disgrace of an entire society is all around 

created in the text. 

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY IN SUCH A LONG JOURNEY 

Rohinton Mistry‟s Such a Long Journey, has its setting in the tempestuous post free India, where the smell of the 

spoiling administrative framework, permeates into basic families like that of the hero, Gustad Noble and causes ruin. 

Interweaving the individual and the political, Mistry has marvelously woven the disturbances in the two fronts‟ the 

political affecting the individual. However, guiltless of all the unrest or changes around him is the Intellectually 

Disabled Tehmul. 

Tehmul‟s crippled body is viewed as a setting of infringement. Freedoms of the Intellectually Disabled, basically 

nonexistent in the period are reflected really in the text. Tehmul lives at the compassion of individuals around him. His 

watchman, his sibling, is remarkable by his nonappearance. In the last 50% of the text, with the vicinity of the looming 

war, Tehmul supposedly fends for himself. As well as being Intellectually Disabled, he is weak, not by birth, but rather 

by a mishap, henceforth acquiring the name Tehmul lungraa. Set when the dichotomous draw of sanity and odd notion 

played an equivalent load on confounded personalities, Dilnaviz (Gustad‟s spouse) takes care of an honest Tehmul 

enchanted elixirs which would save her family from a stink eye and would make him more conflicting. The 

straightforward Tehmul, thrilled at the possibility of the improved beverage laps it up, unconscious of the repulsions it 

contains. 

Actual inability is noticeable in many characters in the text including the hero Gustad who has an apparent limp. 

Assuming actual handicap is acknowledged as a condition of life or a period old enough, Intellectual Disability is seen 

all the more brutally by the general public. Mistry‟s Tehmul, best case scenario, is an aggravation and to say the least 

is a threat. Tehmul‟s portrayal by the creator merits notice as he is viewed as a youngster housed in an adult body. 

However in his mid-thirties, Tehmul is said to incline toward the organization of kids to that of grown-ups. His 

propensity for "continuously wearing a major smile" (31), awkward hand and feet developments, scratching of the 

crotch and armpits (which caused ladies to whine about him that he did it intentionally to disturb them), propensity for 

following individuals till he is waved off, mark him clearly as an Intellectually Disabled. All things considered, 

Tehmul‟s jargon stands apart fundamentally. As Mistry‟s storyteller notes,  

“The words of Tehmul- Lungraa‟s abbreviated vocabulary always emerged at breakneck speed, whizzing 

incomprehensibly past the listener‟s ear. It was as if some internal adjustment had been made to make up 

for the slowness of his legs with the velocity of his tongue. But the result was extreme frustration for both 

Tehmul and the listener…………………………GustadGustadchickenrace. 

GustadGustadchickenranfastfast. IcaughtIcaughtGustad.”  

Tehmul‟s violence catches the attention of the readers as Mistry portrays a detailed description of the slaughter of the 

rats. He earned his keep by catching rats in the apartment building and handing it over to the municipal ward office in 

exchange for a little amount of money. Tehmul kills it by pouring boiling water little by little on the squirming rats and 

killing them. 

“As the rats‟s quealed and writhed in agony, he watched their reactions with great interest, particularly their 

tails, proud of the pretty colours he could bestow on them. He giggled to himself as they turned from grey 

to pink, and then red. If the scalding did not kill them before he ran out of boiling water, he dropped them 

in the bucket.” (33) 

Tehmul‟s chitchat makes disturbance the individuals who are around him. His absence of capacity to keep up with 

insider facts presents issues to all included. Compromising him to quietness is the main elective left. A striking equal 

can be followed between Steinbeck‟s Lennie in Of Mice and Men (1937) and Mistry‟s Tehmul. Both Tehmul and 

Lennie causes problems due to their sexuality. The profound craving to contact and feel anything that looks delicate 

causes him to ask to contact Roshan‟s doll and later, prompts issue with the whores. The equivalent can be followed in 
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Lennie‟s nature as well. His over snuggling of creatures, results, in unintentionally killing them, which anticipate his 

homicide of Curley‟s spouse. 

Both George and Gustad(protagonists of the books) take care of the feelings of the Intellectually Disabled. In their 

excursion of self-acknowledgment and endurance, the last option becomes not a weight, but rather a fundamental means 

to refine their better side of themselves. The legends conclusion require a ritual de section through critical waterways 

that leaves them more developed and inspires their situation according to the peruser. At a critical place of the text, 

Gustad observes Roshan‟s missing doll at Tehmuls‟s condo, with a gasping Tehmul in a compromising position. After 

dismissal at the red zones, Tehmul‟s dream is lit by the petite British doll. His rehashed „GustadGustadGustad. 

Extremely heartbroken. Incredibly sorry.‟ (303) is because of the way that he has soaked in Gustad‟s eyes. Mistry‟s 

hero comprehends the requirement for the mentally impaired to fulfill his body‟s desires. He is thoughtful disregarding 

the way that it was his girls solitary doll and Tehmul has descecrated it destroyed. Subsequently as Tehmul sinks down 

the ethical scale, Gustad ascends because of his consideration. Different get-togethers denoted a moving disposition of 

people in general against the mentally handicapped. Mid twentieth century society was accused of "wrongdoing, 

deviancy, prostitution, liquor addiction, and pauperism, and fault for these ills was progressively moved to the mentally 

weak." (Yong, 50). Books like "The Jukes". A Study in Crime, Pauperism, Disease and Heredity (1875) , The Kallikak 

Family: A Study in the History of Feeble Mindedness (1912) neutralized the Intellectually Disabled, depicting them as 

the main driver of all indecencies predominant in the general public. The mind-boggling effect of this writing on the 

general population, had more boundless effect than might have been planned. Amos Yong brings up that, these writing,  

“Confirmed the suspicions of the masses that innocent women had to be protected from feebleminded 

men, and feeble minded women needed to be protected from illicit sexual activity, and unwanted and 

unneeded pregnancies, that the feebleminded had more offspring on the average than the non-feeble 

minded, and that left unchecked, feeble mindedness would destroy civilized society.” (Yong, 50) 

This was the beginning of the "Danger of the mentally weak" . Noll and Trent adds to the image expressing that as 

soon as 1880, the mentally weak grown-up started to supplant the mentally weak youngster in both expert and famous 

writing. (3) It was during this time that the word „feeblemindedness‟ started to supplant „idiocy‟. This inconspicuous 

change conveys enormous subconscious prompts. A kid who can be prepared, taught, absolved at exclusions, adored 

and really focused on represents guarantee toward the finish of a long excursion. Whenever this was supplanted by 

„adults‟ , the ramifications was that no longer would they be able to be prepared, or more terrible, no measure of 

preparing could do any assistance and that as defective people, no oversight could be engaged or absolved. 

Consequently, Mistry‟s mix of viciousness and sexuality with the Intellectually Disabled can't be disregarded as an 

arbitrary decision, yet has further ramifications resounding to the natural disposition of the time. 

Conclusion 

Individuals having a few type of mental, physical or tangible inability have been given equivalent freedoms as the 

healthy person's. They additionally reserve the option to civil rights and getting by at all prohibitive climate. The force 

of writing lies in its capacity of affecting society, this medium can be utilized decidedly in dispersing the disgrace 

related with individuals having some type of incapacity. These works have been very precise in portraying the youthful 

personalities experiencing an incapacity. Specifically, Kanna Panna underlined on the need of broadening the standards 

for predictability in the general public. In any case, there is a typical topic examined in all the previously mentioned 

works that is the intense need of treating individuals experiencing handicap without separation. A social directive for 

killing the assumptions and biases connected with people experiencing an incapacity is integral to these accounts. It is 

the 'predictability of handicapped individuals' that the accounts try to feature. 
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